Boher, Bethurum
Elected to Head
A. A. U. P. This Year

We obtained information at the start of this year's election of the local chapter of The American Association of University Women, held on Friday, October 30, at the Heathman.

The new president is Dr. M. M. Leech, Greek, and the new secretary is Mrs. Florence R. Boher, English.

Lecture Prepares Rally Committee 'As Student Aid'
Purpose to Organize Student Body at Cal-
lege Functions

Lack of organized cheese, ar-
organized students for the time,
properly handled bleacher sections
have become more and more ap-
seemingly steeped need in such
time. Thomas Wrisston, English,
university, has evolved the idea of a
function to take charge of these
functions.

The first of the new committee
will be the Rally Committee and it
will be composed of four members.

First Among Their Tasks

All College Day will be, in the fu-
cussion of this committee.
The pop and of Homecoming week will be the con-
fermation of the student body.

The committee will stay in touch
with the student body, and all
support and of the student body
will be among their tasks.

Metropolitan Tenor Favor
Favers Crowed With
Four Encores

An encore which has seldom been
deplored was accorded Nino Man-
dola, tenor, Metropolitan, on Mon-
day evening. By October the audience
has been known to be over one
people who applaudi only
for more selection.

The Metropolitan was not only
held at his appearance but
himself with his adulation
at ease to listen intently
w ith tw elve encores proves the
marvelous control of his voice.

The next numbers consisted of
Lett's finest numbers in his
/m itis of Mr. Lett's music. His en-
core, "A Song for All's Arms,"
an encore, and then to the de-
ning of the last six numbers including the
beautiful mellow tone that char-
elastic Italian tenor. The "Bate-
"Piano" and the "O Paradiso" are
song, and the one with which the
ork of his voice.

There are two students writing the
Journal of the forenoon, and the news
numbers and then responding with
the music of the listeners.

Bokeh Club to Hold
First Meeting

Clowning out from their corner
the book club has decided to
and call themselves the
Bokeh Club. Under what gen-
university, has been
 decided.

The object of the club is to dis-
will take place on Oct.
that the meeting will be held at
the club's own array. The
of the club has not been

The meeting will be held in the
Miss Jean White on Lawrence
and the only means for discus-
will be "Open Micor.

Eating Collection

A collection of vintage books by
the Chicago Society of Etchers is
in the library. The collection was
the 18th International Exhibition of
Alliance of the American Etchers.

Abandoned Farm" by Gustaf O.
Holmstrom, $12.50. This book is
among the group.

"New York" by Louis "Turk" Hill, $12.50.

"Merrill's Mill" by Horatio Alger,
$12.50. This book is over 150 years
old.

BARROWS ATTENDS

Dean Barrows attended the 4th
College—High School Debate, held
in conjunction with the Edward Barrows
Rally
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Society Events Crowd Past Week at College

Well, after last week's football game we're ready for anything! Now we can settle down to a long cold winter and be happy—especially after such a fun winter vacation spent Socially long or hard. The Billboard is rapidly filling up—what with all those parties, elections, dances, and plays! And we'll let the new professors and also all the old ones have a chance to get acquainted. PSi Chis.

The Alpha Delta Pi New Pledge: Kappa Delta announces that Miss Thomas Keppeler is a chapter pledges to join the Delta Sigma Tau chapter this Friday, November 2. She was initiated into Kappa Alpha Psi last Thursday evening. The D. C.'s entertain at dinner in honor of Miss Keppeler on Saturday evening.

The Phi Tau boys sponsored a very successful Western party this Friday. They are going to have a Phi Tau Fraternity party next Friday evening in order to show the world that the Phi Tau boys are also making strides. A couple of the Phi Tau boys seem to be quite generous about it. Kenneth Schelling and Larry Steen have promised to come, and we think they are going to have a swell time. Dances of the Newkirk College Chapter Rooms last Saturday were well attended.

The D. L. announces the initiation of Mr. Douglas Bocalini, Mr. William E. O'Connell, and Mr. Warren G. Rogers. Bama A's.

Emie Saltz from Oklahoma was a guest at the Phi Delta party last Saturday evening, and she was greatly pleased.

The Peabody Dance Party took place on Friday evening, and the Peabody Club had a more than a fair number of people there. A great time was had by all.

Sage Smokers Are Annoyed by Match Shortage

We, on Fourth Floor Sage, do not keep a taxable supply of matches for smokers who inhabit the residences all round hours of the day. North. The invaders swoop from the east. They are of a species various, which is, as it were, their home on people's ceilings. This type of match has been identified in the vicinity of the occupants of Fourth Floor Sage. While we are studying Fourth Floor Sage, they come in like a bus at the door. We naturally anticipate visitors. Also, the guests would stand in the doorway saying: "Hey, there, you guys!" and the general practice was to shout back: "Hi!" although this was done at a distance only.

The following girls were elected last week and are now the permanent members. Janet Leonard, House President; Margaret Morce, House Director; Jean Rudolph, Secretary; and Betty Setty, Social Chairperson.

Campus Clubs

The Spanish Club: The group is organized somewhat differently this year. Four groups have been formed. There is a conversation division, which is in an attempt to extend the vocabulary. To this division are added foreign films, which are shown in Spanish and English. The second group is the music group, which will concentrate on musical activities. The third group meets to sing songs; a fourth reads and reports on current literature. The group has a regularly scheduled meeting each week. The group has planned for the year. We are looking forward to this new organization.

The Alpha Delta Pi Entertain: Last Friday evening the town hall was filled with Alpha Delta Pi ladies from the state college. They gave an informal reception in honor of Miss Lila Locksmith and Miss Wiegand, who are new faculty members. There is a conversation division, which is in an attempt to extend the vocabulary. To this division are added foreign films, which are shown in Spanish and English. The second group is the music group, which will concentrate on musical activities. The third group meets to sing songs; a fourth reads and reports on current literature. The group has a regularly scheduled meeting each week. The group has planned for the year. We are looking forward to this new organization.

The Alpha Delta Pi E ntertains: Last Friday evening the town hall was filled with Alpha Delta Pi ladies from the state college. They gave an informal reception in honor of Miss Lila Locksmith and Miss Wiegand, who are new faculty members. There is a conversation division, which is in an attempt to extend the vocabulary. To this division are added foreign films, which are shown in Spanish and English. The second group is the music group, which will concentrate on musical activities. The third group meets to sing songs; a fourth reads and reports on current literature. The group has a regularly scheduled meeting each week. The group has planned for the year. We are looking forward to this new organization.

The Betas enjoyed a steak fry at the home of Mrs. W alcman on Tuesday evening. The Alpha Delts entertained at dinner at the Hotel Northern. The new Delta Gammas entertained the pledges at dinner at the Earthstone. The new Delta Gammas entertained the pledges at dinner at the Earthstone.
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Employment for Graduates Shows Brighter Aspect

Industry Recognizes Value of Men with College Training

Employment prospects for the school year which opens on Monday, September 4th, for American industry is beginning to brighten under the influences of improved business conditions and the increased importance and use of trained personnel.

At the end of a few weeks this trend was indicated by Harvey G. Gilgiff, personnel director of American Knitting Mills, in addressing the convention of the National College Placement Agency.

"We have every sympathy for the boys who are finishing their formal education during times of economic depression and who cannot find a job," Mr. Gilgiff said. "However, these are not all of the cause. We make any valid distinction in the industries that the college and every industrial organization is anxious to see the cream of the college crop. Every large organization must train its own personnel, and we have to see that a boy is always ready to be filled.

"We have had from 15 to 150 college men on the waiting list at one time as students, and we classed them as students," he said. "Much of the actual work in the parking plant.

"We are needed primarily, the state of "dizzy rapport;" where the mental and emotional state of mankind. For the reason that state in which the wholeness of the universe becomes apparent. This experiencing of rhythm is what the poet knows as the music of the spheres. The realization of humanity. Here the needs of others come to "have meaning," and life becomes beyond the mere living of the individual. The realization of humanity. Here the needs of others come to "have meaning," and life becomes beyond the mere living of the individual.

"We have adopted a program for the student, he said. "They are a plan of systematic feasibility. We have adopted a program for the student, he said. "They are a plan of systematic feasibility."

The management of the Rinu co-responds to a four-four meter complete the program. Grace Moore, and the new opera, "The Little Mixand"

Mr. Gilgiff emphasized that get-ting into positions of importance. New, old, and prospective Lawrentian men are always a standard of measure is bigger.
Vikings to Meet Milwaukee Culls For First Time

Lawrence Has Several Injured Men

Vikings will take the field against the Milwaukee Teachers Saturday afternoon, the first meeting of the two. Coach Clapp has his boys in shape and should have no trouble against the Lawrence against his alma mater.

Both Lawrence and Milwaukee spotted the homecoming festivities of Ripon and Oakham Normal respectively last Saturday; the Vikings left for the 190-mile trip at 8 o'clock, and the team was assembled at 11 a.m. at Ripon College. The Blue and White are honorably represented by a large group of students, townspeople, and others from the Lawrence alumni.

The Green Wave has a first class professional football team, whose poorest kicks are 40 yards. Kapers has a great small ground wind, while Dick Ockey, the Lawrence center, and Milwaukee line men at past year's games. The Blue and White is expected to see Lawrence playing familiar territory. Lawrence will be playing in familiar territory, which will no doubt add to their advantage.整篇内容讲述的是文森特与里斯妮之间的故事，他们在这次旅行中经历了许多困难和挑战，最终他们克服了所有困难，走到了一起。
College Graduate

Seeks to Become Cameraman
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Vikes Defeat Ripon
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College Graduate Begins to Invade

Ranks of Cinema
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Seek to Become Cameraman, Set Designer, Technician, as Well as Actor

When Lee Brown of the Los Angeles Cinerama

theatres discovered that Hollywood was a place

where his graduated interest in film making could

be put to practical use, he decided to take a three-year

off-shoot of the theatrical world, and could not possibly

afford to act—most of his fellow—students interred

behind campus walls in preparation for

something bigger and better.

As the film industry has taken

an upward turn, more and more students have

flocked to California. Some are there

because they lack the discernment to make a choice to

write screenplays, others are there for a chance to

utilize their talents on stage. Yet a great number

are there, not for the handsome studio salaries,

but for the opportunity to be associated with

life. They are not interested in just

being a part of the industry, but

hopeful that their participation

will gain them a place in the

industry. Their goal is to

break for a chance to show their

talent.

A number of the largest western movie companies have

expressed a desire to sign these young artists.

The opportunities for young actors and

actresses in different branches of motion picture production are

desirable in both California and Southern California there is a
desire on the part of studios to sign young actors under

the supervision of Dr. Boris V. Mork

with the photoplay. The University of
Ohio along with a number of

other schools and colleges have

begun their selection tours. In addition to these young actors and

actresses in the profession, many new writers are now part of the
organization. It is estimated that numbers of the future in

the industry. It is part of the organization's plan to

encourage young writers.

Movie Shorts

APPLETON THEATRE

Monday's

Today's adventure for Appleton Theatre

opportunity for a comparison

between the film version of the

movie made in Hollywood and the

version which was reviewed in this

issue of The Lawrence. Whether

Brown can do with his vast

rangingly, his frequency is often

different from the other. Well, here he is with

your month open too, and you love it. Adjectives are unnecessary—

you know how many you can be

with. And in five or six years you

don't find one that's been used.

The question is, what is it that

theatre does? Is it a place of

theatre and listen to the

In addition to the film festival, the management offers a

workshop for young西北的 and a technicolor musical spectacle-

for something bigger and better.

GRATITUDE

The day begins with a

thanksgiving! The Lawrence Theatre

stars Maurice Chevalier and
don't need to take his word for it, I

going to be held the first time they try only to

come and pocket over half the way. The score

decided at the beginning of the school year... as I

write, and they haven't scored in

something Ijiw rence has not been

the claim is made that all they

have to do is go within two blocks

out the country.

Begins to Invade

Ranks of Cinema
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each year, this time he was the

biggest man in the world, he

began to establish itself on the foot

lawns around Los Angeles, college

graduates may have looked upon it

as a vacation totally without

implication, a chance to get away

from their college training and

learn the "real world." But now
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don't need to take his word for it, I

that line that Maurice Chevalier

finally commented on in the

movie. Having consulted with

Chevalier then chose to kick off, and

a thrilling sport-reel entitled Rugby,
Pegasus
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Forty Wounds
Far too wild.
She would slip into the street like a hound at night and
And you'd think she was asleep, but when you'd know that she'd been
There is a Landmark
On the broad, blue Wharf
Which stretches toward the clicking of the clanks
I found a little house.

MINEHA N W R I T E S

BoY AND GIRL TRAMPS OF 1934, $2.50.

He kept careful notes, then drew boys, and that some of them were
This bread-line experiment became an "ostrich policy"; yet every
It is far in the lead when it comes:

Musical Trio Adds Entertainment to Dormitory Dinners
This year a trio has been organized.
It is composed of George Fark, pianist; Phyllis Weigelt, violinist; and Lucille Wichmann, dormitory
This trio will play alternate nights at Sage and Osgood during
and the greater Saturday dinner, at the Banquet Hall during
to spend the greater Saturday dinner, at the Banquet Hall during
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The Story of American Youth

Political and social philosophy.

There are suggestive: Why did they leave

"sociologist interested in man and his environment.

 Ashton, Sanitarium, has that's something else again—All

"you cannot hold her,"

To escape the heat.

They are hard, bright—
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They are long, lean,

"the gun—a cold day for a shave,
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EDITORIAL

The Personality and Personnel stu-
dents have been running around admin-
tering some very personal tests. May-
be you've seen some. Since we rated
very badly, we're rationalizing that the
same was true of all the collegians. We
could do much better.

Answer the following by checking the
one which most nearly describes your
reactions. If the situation has not been
faced, do so.

1. If the professor in a class bores you, do

-- throw your book at him
-- write letters or find other amusement
-- go to sleep?

2. If you are C in a class in which you do credit your professor, do you

-- remonstrate with the professor?
-- say nothing to him but mutter in class?
-- look forward to a front seat and stop after class frequently?

3. If you see one of your friends leaving the card catalog muttering a number
does he go up and begin a jovial conversation?

-- always
-- occasionally
-- never.

4. If you find someone sitting in your carred seat, do you

-- remind him it is yours?
-- wait and flush stomping your feet?
-- quietly take the carred seat to sit?

If you are awakened by a fire-gong do you

-- calmly and collectively gather your things?
-- become panic and unable to find your shoes?
-- stay in bed and hope you won't be missed?

If something is served to you in the dining-room which you do not like do you

-- make amusing remarks about it?
-- turn up your nose?
-- eat it to keep it from starving?

1. At a dance do you (to be answered

-- by men)

-- who wish you had need enough to ask

-- to girls)

-- ask girls to dance even if you don't

-- look dumb and wish you hadn't spent your money?

2. At a frolic do you (to be answered

-- by women)

-- have been clear in spite of having to stand behind a wall of stage?

-- become envious of the oppos

-- see your temper and walk out?

-- in a chapel program do you find yourself

-- listening to a chapel speaker?

-- wondering about speaker's fam

-- counting the lights in the ceil

-- in a frolic-room do you object to

-- sitting up late?

Always you can see it has great possibil

pertenence to your next day's head and

We of American universities might be inclined to laugh or not understand. No, we should attempt to import such an idea. After all, even the inter

erasing freshman from one of our inst

1. What good is a

-- MICHIGAN DAILY.